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ABSTRACT
A study (in vivo) was conducted evaluate the efficacy of zamzam water and magnetic water on carcinoid and normal cells. A total of 40 mice were used included 20 mice bearing tumor and 20 normal mice with 5 replicates each. The carcinoid and normal groups where divided as follows: the first group was recievied with tap water, the second group recievied zmzam water, the third group was recievied magnetic water, and the last group treated mix of zamzam and magnetic water (Z + M). Tissue sample were collected after the end of the experiment period (12 days) from all groups to measure the Glutathione (GSH) and Malondialdehyde (MDA). Tumor volume and the percentage inhibition of tumor growth were measured every three days during all the length of the experiment period. The Histopathological changes for tumor mass and liver were studied. The results showed that the best inhibition of cancer cell growth in the three types of water was zamzam and magnetic water. It showed a significant (P < 0.05) different atrophy in tumor volume compared with the tumors in control group mice while the group received the mix water showed incomplete atrophy in tumor volume. Moreover, the histopathological changes in zamzam and magnetic groups showed necrosis of cancer cells, which are surrounded by fibrous and disappearance of normal shape of tissues with proliferation of connective tissue which replaced the cancer cells. Clusters of mono nuclear cells have been found (lymphocyte and macrophage) in liver tissue and central vein, while in mix groups, less necrosis areas have shown with areas of tumor cell. The measurement of GSH and MDA in carcinoid and normal mice for liver and tumor mass showed a significant increase (p < 0.05) in GSH with a zamzam and magnetic treatment groups. In conclusion: the results of the present study confirmed that the best and safest therapies in the treatment of mammary gland could be achieved by using zamzam water, beside that the magnetic water seem to have a similar but lesser effect on cancer cells.
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INTRODUCTION
Water is the main element for all animal cells, tissues and organization of all biological operations from digestion, absorption and nutritional transportation; to remove the toxins and the excrements (Sahin et al., 2016). The researchers confirmed that the treatment of water by magnetic zone causing changes in its specifications by making it more absorbing from the cells, after being noticed that water molecules are disassembly much more quick, due to that water consists from high number of clusters molecules (Davis, 2004). This molecule disassembly is accompanied by the hydrogen: oxygen connective. Disassembly causing changing in some water properties like pH, Surface tention, viscosity, electrical conducction (Alkhazan and Saddiq, 2010). Using magnetic water in animal drinking which characterized by alkalinity in nature will give a positive results, like increase in growth rate of the animal, milk production, wool production and play an important role to treatment of many diseases (Barnstable, 2014), as well as cancer cells because these cells do not live in alkaline environment (Mohammed, 2009). Magnetic water tastes sweeter and has more clarity (Kobe et al., 2001). It has a positive effect on plant growth and on the microbial content. Magnetized water reduces the surface tension of water thus making it softer (Amiri and Ali, 2006). The increasing production of electric and magnetic fields (EF & MFs) due to the expanding use of electronic devices in normal life is encouraging studies on the effects of these fields on living organisms with a view to better protecting human health against their probable unfavorable effects (Rozumova et al., 2016). Physics showed that water changes under influence of magnetic fields as more hydroxyl (OH-) ions are created to form alkaline molecules, and reduce acidity. Increasing both the electric conductivity and dielectric constant of water was also documented (Ibrahim, 2006). Despite that several studies were carried out during the last years to evaluate the cytotoxic activity of several materials and extracts in vitro as well as in vivo but no study was conducted to investigate the effect of zamzam water on cancer cells. Therefore, it is the first time in Iraq, to study the effect of zamzam water and magnetic water on the cancer cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of water
Preparation of zamzam water
Zamzam water was obtained from inside the Holy Mosque in Mecca Al-Mukarramah, Saudi Arabia. It has been analyzed chemically and physically in the Ministry of Science and Technology/Iraq.
Preparation of magnetic water
Magnetic water was prepared by using tap water then this water was passed to water magnetic device (magnetrone)
under high intensity (8000 Gauss). The intensity of magnetic water was reduced after about 15-18 hrs so in invivo tests, the magnetic water must be prepared twice daily, morning and evening, but in cytotoxicity tests, it has been equipped and used immediately.

- Preparation of mix water: equal amounts of (Zamzam water + Magnetic water).
- Measurement of tumor volume according to Grote et al. (2001)
- Measurement of percentage of tumor growth inhibition (TGI) or specific growth rate (SGR) according to Mehrara, 2009.
- Histopathological test
- Measurement of tissue Glutathione (Ellman et al., 1959).
- Measurement of tissue Malondialdehyde (Gilbert et al., 1984).

**Statistical analysis**

SGR was estimated using SAS (Statistical Analysis System-version 9.1). Two-way ANOVA and Least significant differences (LSD) post hoc test was performed (multiple comparisons), to assess significant difference among means. P< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

The invivo study was designed by using 40 laboratory mice, 20 mice bearing tumor and 20 normal mice, they are randomly divided into 8 equal groups each made up of 5 mice. Each of the carcinoid and normal groups where divided as follows: the first group was received with tap water, while second group received zmzam water, the third group was received magnetic water, and the last group treated mix water (Z + M).

Tissue sample were collected after the end of the experiment period (12 days), from all groups to measure GSH, MDA. Tumor volume and the percentage inhibition of tumor growth were measured every three days during all the length of the experiment period.

**Tumor growth inhibition (TGI) or specific growth rate (SGR).**

The tumor volume after three days represents the initial volume for all groups. Results showed that the differences in tumor volume were not significant for all groups. The initial tumor volume considered as the zero time when we estimated the GSR.

**TABLE 1:** Comparison of initial tumor volume among groups of mice transplanted with mammary adenocarcinoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Initial tumor volume (mm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.04±0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zamzam</td>
<td>0.05±0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic</td>
<td>0.05±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>0.05±0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = 5 mice for each group

Results showed that the SGR significantly (P< 0.05) increased after 6, 9 and 12 days in control group (0.58, 0.90, and 1.21 respectively). Whereas, the SGR significantly (P< 0.05) decreased in zamzam and magnetic groups. On the other hand, the trend in mix group was stable throughout the various periods. Comparison among groups within each period revealed that zamzam and magnetic groups were differed significantly (P<0.05) from control for the three periods. While mix group was differed from control only in the two periods (after 9 and 12 days).

**TABLE 2:** Mean ± SE of Specific Growth Rate (SGR) for all groups of mice transplanted with mammary adenocarcinoma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Growth Rate (SGR)</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>After 6 days</th>
<th>After 9 days</th>
<th>After 12 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>B 0.58±0.12a</td>
<td>AB 0.90±0.16a</td>
<td>A 1.21±0.17a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zamzam</td>
<td>A -0.57±0.07b</td>
<td>B -1.52±0.04c</td>
<td>B -1.55±0.05c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnetic</td>
<td>A -0.33±0.04b</td>
<td>B -1.47±0.09c</td>
<td>B -1.54±0.08c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mix</td>
<td>A 0.51±0.10a</td>
<td>A 0.39±0.21b</td>
<td>A 0.42±0.19b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LSD= 0.3649

Different small letters in the same column indicate significant differences (P<0.05)

Different capital letters in the same row indicate significant differences (P<0.05)
(n = 5 mice for each group)
SGR was used to identify the best equation that describes the response curve of tumor volume. The equations could be used to predict the volume of tumor at a certain point of time, the best equation for control group is linear with $R^2=0.99$. This mean that a positive linear increasing during advanced age.

**Malondialdehyde (MDA) and Glutathione (GSH)**

Malondialdehyde and glutathione were measured in liver and tumor mass of normal mice and treated groups, the results showed significant decrease ($P \leq 0.05$) in concentration of malondialdehyde in the previous tissue. While significant decrease in concentration of glutathione were observed in tap water inoculated tumor mice ($P$). Whereas, in treated groups, the inoculated tumor mice caused significant normalization of tissue glutathione ($P \leq 0.05$). Liver and tumor mass of treated mice (Z, M, X) showed a significant decline in malondialdehyde concentration as compared to the control group.
**Histopathological Study**

The changes of liver and tumor mass were studied in mice treated with zamzam, magnetic and mix water and control group which treated with tap water. The section of each organ gave the following microscopic changes:-

**Liver**

Histopathological study of liver in cancer inoculated mice showed degenerative changes in liver cells, with rupture cell and cytoplasm, compared with negative control group. This lesion was occurred as a result of oxidative damage by cancer, while treated mice by zamzam, magnetic and mix water showed increase in kupffer cells with presence of focal aggregation of mono nuclear cells (MNCs), lymphocyte and macrophage cells, around central veins and parenchymal liver. This is evident of the presence of cell–mediated immunity in treated groups, proliferation by megakaryocyte, enlargement of kupffer cells dueto increases phagocytic activity.

**Tumor mass**

Histopathological section of skin mammary adenocarcinoma for mice treated with tap water showed progressive stage of cancer manifested by presence of cancer cells with hypochromatin and polymorphic in different size, with proliferation of nucleus and cancer cell aggregation at glandular structure. However, histopathological section of tumor mass for mice treated with zamzam, magnetic and mix water, showed presence of inflammatory cells like macrophage and lymphocyte with proliferation of fibrous connective tissue, and necrotized tissues that replaced cancer cells.

**DISCUSSION**

**Reduced tumor Volume**

Ali *et al.* (2009) documented the oncolytic action of zamzam water in their research due to the down regulation of oncogenic gene, and induction of apoptosis. This is evident in upregulation of genes which control apoptosis (Charles, 1996). Many reports clearly indicated down regulation of cyclin D1 gene (Arber *et al.*, 1997; Tetsu, 1999; AlMoustafa, 2004), which cause regression of tumor. However, it was evident that zamzam water acts by stimulating downregulation of gene which facilitates tumor growth, and upregulation of gene which benefit for the tissues (El – Zaiat, 2005, Ali *et al.*, 2009). The increase of nitrate level in zamzam and magnetic water play an important role due to the antibacterial action (WHO, 2011). Thus, high nitrate levels coupled with microbiological safety might be a favorable attribute of zamzam water and could be responsible for some of its benefits (Al- Meheithif, 2012).

**MDA & GSH**

The increase in the tissue of GSH and the decrease in the tissue of MDA concentration could be due to the anti-oxidant effect of zamzam and magnetic water (Burtona and Jauniauxb, 2011, Al–Meheithif, 2012). The formation of MDA as bioproduct of lipid peroxidation (LPO) has been a simple and useful diagnostic tool for the measurement of LPO (Bamosa, 2013).

**Histopathological study**

The results of the current study showed disappearance of tumor mass which could be attributed to the anti-oxidant effects in the samples treated with zamzam, magnetic and mix water.
effects of zamzam water and magnetic water (Ali-Meheithif, 2012, Bamosa, 2013) and the oncolytic action of zamzam water (Ali et al., 2009) that showed a high reduction of tumor mass.
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